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  Motorised Roof Blinds























  
  









  
The addition of roof lights and glass lanterns to areas in kitchens and open plan living areas towards has become more common. This can result in these rooms becoming very hot and suffering from too much direct sunlight. The main issue in terms of covering these openings is the tension that needs to be created in order to keep the blind flat in the recess. We have a number of different electric roof blind systems that can be used to solve this issue. If you are looking for the most cost effective system that has no visible wires then the width of your opening should be under 1.5m. This can be powered via a solar charger negating the need for mains power.























  
  











        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
          
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
          
          
            
              
            

          
          

            

              

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
                  
                
                  
                    
                  
                

                

              


            

          

            

              

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
                  
                
                  
                    
                  
                

                

              


            

          

            

              

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
                  
                
                  
                    
                  
                

                

              


            

          
        

      

    

  

    

      
        
        
          


  Can the motors be concealed?























  
  









  If you are still at the build stage we can work together with your architect/builder to enclose the motor casings and side channels within the existing building works. Depending on the size of the opening the cassette box hiding the motor and blind can be between 110mm and 150mm wide and the side channels are 33mm x 28mm wide. We will require mains power to the opening. For smaller openings when retrofitting then the motor and lithium ion battery pack are hidden integrated with the shelving that supports the blind.























  
  











        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
          
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
          
          
            
              
            

          
          

            

              

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
                  
                
                  
                    
                  
                

                

              


            

          

            

              

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
                  
                
                  
                    
                  
                

                

              


            

          

            

              

                

                
                  
                    
                  
                
                  
                
                  
                    
                  
                

                

              


            

          
        

      

    

  

    

      
        
        
          


  Key roof light factors to consider are:




























 



 




  Large Roof Blinds
For roof larger blinds we can offer a range of blinds. Depending on the width you may have up to 4 barely visible guide wires.
































  Medium Roof Lanterns
We have a number of solutions including wireless options which are placed under tension removing the need for visible guide wires. 































  Under 1.5m In Width
Single motor and with no visible tension wires. A great solution with a fantactic choice of fabrics from  sheer to opaque to blackout.
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                “The Smart Blind Co have been great, from initial quote visit to after sales care. Throughout my experience we have seen almost the whole team and they have ALL been friendly and professional. We had a few issues once blinds were installed but these were fixed promptly with no questions asked - brilliant service, thank you.

PS. will be getting more quotes soon.”
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                “Our initial consultation was brilliant, he was so honest and knowledgeable helping us choose the right thing for our house efficiently and painlessly. I thought I wanted one thing but in fact would’ve regretted my decision as it wouldn’t have had the desired effect. Customer service was fabulous and so helpful at every stage.
From start to finish the installation of our new blinds was fantastic! So much quicker than I’d expected too which was great. The guys who installed them explained everything so clearly and were very friendly and polite.
Our blinds look wonderful and stop the daylight glare and heat through our bifolding back doors perfectly while still allowing us a view of outside which I didn’t even think possible!
Very happy customer!”
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                “Great product and great service, highly recommended”
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                “Great Blinds and a great company. From site survey to install - couldn't ask for more! Thank you Mike and team!”
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                “The service was efficient and professional from start to finish. The motorised blinds in our kitchen have revolutionised how we are able to use this space. The blinds look fab and the operation is smooth and easy to use.”
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                “Great company fab job from start to finish. We've purchased both shutters and blinds and very pleased. Highly recommended”
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                “Very pleased with my motorised blinds. The installation was trouble free and extremely quick and efficient. My recent shutters were also installed by this company and I thoroughly recommend them. Also an important point to make is that they answer the phone quickly and are very helpful with any queries.”
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                “We've had several remote control blinds fitted by the Smart Blind Co. and it's transformed our lives - so easy to use and recharge when out of battery. We could never go back to the manual pull up blinds. The service was brilliant - quick, professional and friendly. can't recommend highly enough”
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                The Smart Blind Co.

                Dolphin House, Abbas Business Centre, Main Road,

                Itchen Abbas, England, SO21 1BQ,

                United Kingdom

              
            
            
              0333 880 6694
              office@thesmartblindco.co.uk
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              Mon 9am - 5pm

              Tue 9am - 5pm

              Wed 9am - 5pm

              Thu 9am - 5pm

              Fri 9am - 5pm
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  The SMART BLIND CO. 
Dolphin House, Abbas Business Centre
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